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under three heads, the Natural laws of the will, laws according to whioh
the movements of the will are determined.

The second part deals with the Normal laws of the will, and centres
round the conception of choice or preference. Here, again, Mr. Schwarz's
main endeavour is to show that choice or preference are not actB of
Reason or Judgment, but acts of Will. Preference is a volitional act
governed by normative laws, laws, that is, which guide us in determin-
ing what is better and what ia worse. It may be either analytic or
synthetic. In the case of analytic preference all we do is to sanction
the better course; in the case of synthetic preference we dictate i t
Suoh dictation becomes imperative when we have to decide between
values of different orders. In every suoh act of preference our decision
is regulated by two principles, the one bidding us love our neighbours
better than ourselves, the other bidding us love ourselves better than
our pleasures. These principles do not merely ratify rules held good
before, but provide out of their own normative essence an entirely new
conception of what is the better. The distinctions of moral worth whioh
they make originate from themselves. In a word, they create morality.
The study of Ethics, as our author conceives it, is based on these two
laws. As based on the one, it becomes the Theory of Moral Self-Asser-
tion ; as based on the other, the Theory of Moral Self-DeniaL

Restricting our criticism to an essential point, we may question
whether our author's concern to secure the autboritativeness of the laws
of synthetic preference by making them authoritative in their own in-
alienable right is really well-advised. The ultimate question ' Wherein
consists the sanction of these ultimate laws ? ' is a question that will
not be put by. Must we not ask, ' What is the end towards whioh
human nature by its very constitution is destined to strive ? ' and is not
this end the ultimate standard of action rather than the bare fiat of
certain solemn irresponsible laws ?

The main gap in this striking work is the author's neglect to oonsider
in his criticism the standpoint of modern Idealism, and yet Mr. Schwarz
displays at every turn keen critical capacity. He has also the con-
structive gift; his distinctions are fine, his illustrations numerous and
excellent. The Ptychologie det WiUens is the work of an earnest and
gifted thinker; it is stimulating and suggestive, and can be cordially
recommended. It is a first instalment. Mr. Schwarz promises ua the
Ethics to whioh this Psychology is but the prelude.

W. R. BOTCE GIBSON.

Experimental-Ptychologitche Uniertuchungen iiber dot UrtheiL Ein* Ein-
leitung in die Logik. Von Dr. K. MARBE, Privat-dozent der Philo-
sophic in Wurzburg. Leipzig: Engelmann. 1901. Pp.103. Price
3 m.

The author rightly emphasises the fact that logical treatises at present
contain a large quantity of psychological matter, much of which is
too often the result of very casual introspection. What is by nature
psychological ought to be examined without prejudice under conditions
which ensure accuracy of observation, and these conditions he has
attempted to attain in certain investigations upon the Judgment He
does not confine this name to true or false propositions, but regards as
a judgment any mental process which can be characterised as correct
or incorrect {riehiig odtr faltch). TbJB assumption determines his whole
procedure. Not only sentences can "become judgments," but words,
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ideas, gestures, and indeed any mental processes. The question there-
fore arises: Can we discover any experiences whioh constantly accom-
pany processes that " become judgments " and lend them their character
as judgments ? Dr. Marbe used as subjects two skilful observers (Prof.
Kiilpe and Prof. Boetteken), induced in them a large number of judg-
ment-processes, and registered the resalts that they obtained by intro-
spection. He comes to the conclusion that there are no constant
concomitants—or, as he rather rashly puts it, "no psychological con-
ditions"—of judgment. But was it to be expected that the characteristic
of judgment should lie in something extrinsio to it ? The author appar-
ently started by supposing that this might be the case because any
experience can "become a judgment". But supposing this to be true,
what does it imply? Later on, Or., Marbe says that any experience
becomes a judgment when the subjest intends it to " agree with other
objects ". This is scarcely satisfactory, since he does not explain what
is meant by " agreement," but in any case we have got beyond the initial
idea or whatever it may be, for (1) we have a fresh attitude on the part
of the subject, and (°2) the " other objeots" must also somehow enter
into the judgment The fundamental confusion is very apparent when
Dr. Marbe examines what he calls "judgjnent-ideas". The subjects had
(1) vo lift two weights successively ana turn the heavier over; (2) to
whistle the note given by a tuning-fork; (3) co glance at three sheets of
paper and fix their gaze on the brightest. We are told that (1) "the
activity of turning the weight," (2) "the reproduction " of the note, and
(3) the fixation of the paper, may all be correct or incorrect and are
therefore ideas which become judgments. But these activities are cer-

. tainly not merely ideas, and it is at least unusual to call them judgments.
And for whom are they correct or incorrect T For the outside observer, or
for the subject himself ? Again there is a difference between the second
and the first and third cases. In the second, the subject must first
imitate the note, and may then perhaps judge his imitation correct; in
the firs^ Ba^ third he must judge one weight heavier or one colour
brightest, and then behave in the required manner.

T. LOVBDAT.

Psychologysche Orundlegung eine-s Systems der Wtrtthtorie. Von Dr.
JOBEF. CLBMENS KEEIBIO, Privatdocenten an der K. K Univenit&t
va Wien. Wen, 1902. Pp. 204.

Another Austrian work on the psychology of the theory of Value!
Happily it U a comparatively short one this time. It is divided into
eight parts. The first is a general introduction, giving a- preliminary
survey of the phenomena of value, and indications of some of the leading
points of view. The second is on the psychology of feeling* of value,
and on general laws of value. The third deals with the psychology of
the will m relation to value. The fourth is on the self-regarding aapeot
of value, including the foundations of Hygienio*. The consideration of
economio values oomes under this heading. The fifth part deal* with the
other-regarding aspects of Value, and inoludes the foundations of Ethics.
The sixth deals with the more impenooBlJergopathiseh) aspects of value,
including the foundations of /Esthetics. The seventh deals with formulas
of value, and the eighth with the bearings of the theory of value on edu-
cation. The work as a whole is interesting and suggestive, but can
hardly be called masterly. The division of values into self-regarding,
other-regarding, and impersonal seema somewhat crude; and no adequate
attempt is made to justify it.

J. a M.
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